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**CASE STUDY**  SMART HVAC & REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

**Smart Control:** BeeBryte dynamically adjusts indoor air temperature within comfort range and/or HVAC sub-systems regulation (chiller, pumps, fans...) - finding unprecedented setpoints based on self-learning models adapting to the actual system behavior and performances, -relatively to the building context: weather, occupation, business activity... -for higher energy efficiency & lower energy costs (peak-shaving, arbitrage)

**Condenser Optimization**
Dynamic control of condenser water flow rate to find best trade-off between reduced chiller consumption & higher fan consumption @ cooling towers

**Chilled Water Optimization**
Dynamic control of chilled water temperature and flow rate to find best trade-off between reduced chiller consumption & higher fan consumption @ Air Handling Unit

**Part Load Ratio**
Optimally distributed load between chillers. Each cooling capacity is constrained to ensure operation at the most efficient part load ratio

**Air-Side**
We intervene on this second cooling loop time-shifting part of the HVAC load by increasing or decreasing the temperature of the room(s) within your comfort range
Case Study

26% HVAC ENERGY CONSUMPTION REDUCTION
8% BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION REDUCTION
10% UTILITY BILL SAVINGS
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